Friends,

This week, Big Tech has taken its censorship to a whole new level, as we’ve seen these platforms throw science out the window. This was quite apparent as Twitter censored tweets this week from commentator Charlie Kirk, blocked satire news outlet The Babylon Bee, and flagged posts from Fox News anchor Tucker Carlson and The Federalist.

**TWEET:** The “science” no longer matters to Twitter

Why? Well, Twitter’s new CEO made it the platform’s mission to push the Leftist “woke” agenda and silence anyone who dares to speak the truth. Each of these accounts pointed out that biological men have an unfair advantage when allowed to compete in women’s sports.

Many others on Twitter this week have been censored for speaking honestly about this issue. Truth and science no longer seem to matter to this Big Tech giant. This is especially odd because that’s all Twitter claimed to care about during the last two years of COVID hysteria.

During the U.S. Supreme Court confirmation hearing this week, President Biden’s nominee, Ketanji Brown Jackson, refused to answer Sen. Marsha Blackburn’s question - what is the definition of a woman? “I’m not a biologist,” Judge Jackson said echoing woke agenda talking points. This naturally sparked a great deal of outrage.

After all, how can Senators give a life-time Supreme Court appointment if that individual can’t even acknowledge basic facts? Pointing this out spurred Twitter’s censorship wrath, as well.

**TWEET:** Big Tech corporations are nothing but petty tyrants

Clearly, Big Tech corporate leaders are incapable of having their worldview challenged without silencing opposing views.
Censoring free speech in the name of protecting Americans from hateful content or misinformation has been a dirty political trick that Twitter, Facebook, and other tech platforms have been playing for a while now. Remember the Hunter Biden laptop story during the 2020 election? Turns out the story was completely true, the New York Times even finally admitted it last week. But in the middle of that election, Twitter censored the story across its entire platform.

TWEET: The media and Big Tech lied about the Hunter story to influence the election

Today’s social media outlets are nothing more than a Democrat Super PAC. As it stands, woke Democrats have no trouble pushing their radical agenda because Big Tech corporations simply do all the work for them.

Every voice they silence in the process, big or small, chisels away at the core tenets of our republic. Free speech is essential and is what makes America exceptional. But Big Tech’s censorship threatens to destroy that careful balance.

Americans should be allowed to speak the truth, both online and offline, without fear of being silenced. But that isn’t possible when tech giants pick one political side and censor the other.

Big Tech companies will come to regret their actions sooner than they think, because we will not forget this now, or in the next Congress.

Do you believe Big Tech censorship is out of control?

Yes  

No  

Submit survey to sign up for updates on my work in Congress.*

Voting Against a Massive Expansion of Presidential Power

I also wanted to inform you that last week I voted against the Russia trade bill, as it would hand over more unchecked powers to the Executive branch. The bill was the latest example of irresponsibly giving limitless power over to this President.
This distorts the very purpose of our Constitutional government. I remain ready and willing to supply Ukraine’s defense efforts and punish Russia for its horrific invasion, but if the last few years have taught us anything, it’s that Congress needs to think through the consequences of allowing massive expansions of presidential power.

READ: Bishop, Massie vote “no” on huge expansion of Executive power

WATCH: Biden’s Nominee Shouldn’t Be Anywhere Near the Supreme Court

Sincerely,

Dan Bishop
Member of Congress